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1: DEATH OF A DENTIST by M.C. Beaton | Kirkus Reviews
Death of a Dentist has all the regular cast of characters plus a few new ones, some nice and some not so nice. Treat
yourself and settle with a cup of tea and this Scottish cozy for a good winter weekend.

An overwhelming number of people had voted yes to legalise abortion in Ireland and to repeal the Eighth
Amendment of the Irish constitution. But after decades of struggle, Ireland has finally booted out the law, with
What happened to Savita Halappanavar On October 21, , Savita, a dentist by profession from Belagavi, was
17 weeks pregnant with her first child. She and her husband were ecstatic over the pregnancy but their dreams
came crashing down when she was admitted to the University Hospital Galway after she complained of severe
back pain. Within hours, medical staff at the hospital had suggested to Savita that a miscarriage was
inevitable. When Savita sought an abortion, she was refused as a foetal heartbeat could be heard. The doctors
suggested that the pregnancy must end naturally as abortion was illegal in the Catholic country. The doctors
had informed her family that the risk of infection was high as the foetal membranes had ruptured; the
Halappanavars asked whether it was possible to medically induce the miscarriage. On the morning of October
24, , Savita was diagnosed with infection and she later went into septic shock. Although the medical team had
decided to medically induce an abortion, it was too late. Savita miscarried and was subsequently admitted to
intensive care, where she died on October 28, Thousands of women took part in protests demanding that
women be allowed to have access to legal abortions. The Catholic bishops of Ireland were dead set against
changing the legal structure. For Andanappa, the historic vote is personal. It was because of this law that my
daughter died. Everyone knew she was going to die. There was time to save her. Andanappa says he grieves
for his daughter more on this day than ever before. I can only wish this law had been repealed when my
daughter was crying out for help. I hope no other father has to feel the way I do. I miss her every single day.
For over five years, Andanappa has helped pro-choice activists in Ireland in their campaign to repeal the 8th
Amendment. He has sent video messages all the way from India, asking people to repeal this draconian law.
They ask me to make video messages, appealing to the people to change this law. We have struggled for so
many years now. However, the law also introduces a penalty of 14 years imprisonment in case of unlawful
abortion. An investigation commissioned by the Health Service Executive, had found there had been an
over-emphasis on the need not to intervene until the foetal heart had stopped. The commission had
recommended necessary constitutional changes in the abortion law. The committee had also stated that a
revision of the Protection of Life During Pregnancy Act was necessary. However, anti-abortion activists and
pro-choice campaigners demanded more clarity and the Irish government decided to hold a referendum in
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2: Watch 48 Hours Season 28 Episode Death and the Dentist - Full show on CBS All Access
M.C. Beaton redeems herself with Death of a Dentist, the 13th installment in her uneven Hamish Macbeth
www.enganchecubano.com this one, Hamish â€” although warned off as usual by his superior, the ever-spiteful and
jealous Chief Inspector Blair â€” surreptitiously investigates the robbery of Â£, in bingo prize money and the murder of a
lousy but flashy dentist, Frederick Gilchrist.

Dental Deaths The information presented on this site is of personal opinion and consequently is slanted and
biased and not based on proper scientific research. The information presented is NOT written by a dental
expert. Further the information presented has NOT been subjected to peer review by experts to verify accuracy
and data integrity. Below you will find cases where both adults and children died as a result of seeing a dentist
to have dental treatment performed at a dental office. All of these dental deaths are for procedures occuring
that did not involve removing a wisdom tooth or wisdom teeth. If you are interested in wisdom teeth removal
deaths refer to the death from wisdom teeth removal page. Note that the owner of this website does not like
having this page. His heart goes out to all the families. A study published in Pediatrics in found that a
disproportionately large number of adverse sedation events in pediatrics defined as under 20 years old in study
occur with dental treatment when compared to other medical specialties. In addition, a significantly higher
proportion of those children who experienced an adverse sedation event in a nonhospital facility such as a
dental practice or dental office suffered death or permanent neurological injury when compared to a hospital.
The United Kingdom U. Department of Health found that in England a total of deaths were found to have
occured where general anesthesia was used with dental treatment during the years to This included 95 deaths
at a dental practice and 65 deaths at a hospital. Of the deaths, 55 of them were children either under 15 years
old to or under 16 years old to As of January 1, , general anesthesia is no longer given at dental practices in
the U. K and only available in a hospital setting. If a patient has a dental procedure and goes home and later
dies a few days or few weeks later it is not always clear if it should be classified as a dental death. Hence some
of the cases presented are debatable as to whether they should be a dental death or not, although still important
to be aware of. Some cases are vague and provide few details which can make a proper assessment difficult.
Most of the cases presented have the procedure occur in a dental practice but some have the procedure occur
in a hospital. Nor do they account for in some cases the patient failing to properly take care of their teeth and
gums. In a few of the oldest cases the patient received alphaprodine nisentil which is no longer manufactured.
In a few older cases the patient received the general anaesthetic halothane which in developed countries has
largely been replaced by newer inhalational anaesthetic agents such as sevoflurane, isoflurane, and desflurane.
Drug-drug interactions particularly with nitrous oxide may have contributed to death in some cases. In a few
cases, particulary with pediatric patients, but certainly possible with handicapped patients, placing them in a
restraint such as a papoose board was a major contributor towards death. In a few cases, anaphylactic shock an
allergic reaction occured. Pediatric Dental Deaths under 18 years old A 3 year old girl visited the dentist to
have four root canals and ten cavities filled but stopped breathing and was left brain dead. She was given the
maximum dosage of 5 different drugs. This occured in Kailua, Hawaii. He stopped breathing and later was
found dead. This occured in February , in New Jersey. He died after having been giving an oral anesthestic. He
was born with a hole in the heart which required surgery. This occured in November , in California. This
occured in February , in Illinois. She was given propofol, remifentanil, ketamine, and Versed. This occured in
December , in Ohio, and was due to hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy due to respiratory arrest lack of oxygen
to the brain following the administration of anesthesia. Her death is believed to be linked to the sedation given.
After the fillings were complete he had a seizure and was taken to a hospital and died. This occured in July in
Georgia. He suffered an irregular heart beat while having his breathing tube removed after having been given
anesthesia. This occured in May, , and the state medical examiner official listed the cause of death as "cardiac
dysrhythmia due to endotracheal extubation". This occured in April He was sedated with chloral hydrate and
then went into cardiac arrest. He was then hospitalized but his heart stopped, his lungs collapsed, and he
became brain dead. He was taken off a ventilator and died two weeks later. He was given two 0. He did not
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wake up due to Fentanyl intoxication and died in March He was given diazepam and ketamine. This occured
in Febuary This left her brain dead and she was later taken off life support. This occured in March, She was
given nitrous oxide, vistaril, and valium. When the dentist treating her, was reaching for a hand bur during the
treatment, one of the cotton rolls fell down her throat and was called after attempts to revive her failed. She
was then taken off life support and died in June, She was given mg of chloral hydrate, 30 mg of hydroxyzine,
and nitrous oxide. She went into cardiac arrest while under sedation and died roughly 90 minutes after being
taken to a hospital. She died from oversedation as she was given three times the amount of Valium she should
have received for her size. She died from an overdose of Mepivicaine. This occured in October, She was was
born with Treacher Collins syndrome, a rare condition that restricts the airway and ability to breathe.
However, she had been breathing on her own for two months prior to the extraction. The boy managed to
knock out a tooth after he became aroused from a Septocaine injection local anesthestic and which caused the
dentist to place a mouth prop in his mouth. A 4 by 4 piece of gauze was placed by the dentist in his mouth to
dry blood from tooth. He was given midazolam and nitrous oxide by his dentist. This occured in Israel. He
was in Ohio. She suffered from cerebral palsy. She developed vision problems, cramps, vomiting, and
unconsciousness after a few minutes. Treatment was attempted and she died 16 hours later. An autopsy
performed showed swelling of her brain and lungs, multiple small hemmorrhages of her heart and lungs, and
also a partially collapsed lung. She had a toxic reaction to the lidocaine. He was given a medication an hour
before which lead to his death. The dentist failed to ensure an oxygen warning system was fitted to the
anesthetic machine and failed to monitor her heart rate. It was found after her passing that she had a heart
defect but it is not clear if this contributed to her death. His anesthesiologist had his dentist administer a local
anaesthetic containing epinephrine even though the boy was already under the anaesthetic halothane which is
known to potentially cause cardiac arrhythmia if interacting with epinephrine. The boy suffered a cardiac
arrest and died on his way to a hospital. This occured in October The family settled an undisclosed
compensation agreement 6 years after. He was given general anesthesia and went in to cardiac arrest and
suffered brain damage. He was first admitted to a hospital and later died at home more than a month after the
dental work in October He was later found to have a rare muscle disorder called muscle myopathy which may
have contributed to the death. However, it was found that the anesthesiologist gave him electric shocks 5 times
greater than what should have been given. He suffocated and died in October, , as a result of receiving nitrous
oxide instead of oxygen as the tubes were mixed up. She was given 5 mg valium, 5 mg lidocaine, and 30 mg
brevitol. The coroner found the death to be due to "positional asphyxiation" or inability to breathe because of
position. The boy was strapped to a papoose board used to restrain squirming children and his airway did not
remain open. She was in Georgia. He stopped breathing while under general anesthesia. The dentist failed to
bring necessary monitoring equipment to the dental office. This occured in May She was given general
anesthesia her heart rate dropped. She was taken to a hospital but pronounced dead on arrival. This occured in
January in the UK. She had previously been hospitalized twice for reactive airway disease and took Rynatan
for a cold which was not disclosed to the dentist. He was given Halothane and nitrous oxide. He was given
chloral hydrate and began vomitting shorty after which lead to his death. He had known heart disease,
asthama, and high cholesterol which was not told to the dentist at the time of treatment. She was given an
overdose of mepivacaine and suffered from seizures before her heart stopped.
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3: "Cold Blood" Death of a Dentist (TV Episode ) - IMDb
Death of a Dentist (Hamish Macbeth Mysteries, No. 13) - Kindle edition by M. C. Beaton. Download it once and read it
on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading
Death of a Dentist (Hamish Macbeth Mysteries, No. 13).

A least six dentists since have been disciplined for their conduct after a patient died, Texas Board of Dental
Examiners records reviewed by Channel 2 show. The actual number of patients who have died as a result of a
dental procedure is not tracked. The TSBDE stated that in the same five-year period, it has been notified of a
total of patient deaths by dental practitioners. However, it is not clear how many of the deaths were related to
the treatment. Patient checklist for dental anesthesia and sedation ] Marcus Gressett was 39 years old when he
went to a Kingwood, Texas, endodontist to have a root canal. His parents, Carol and Don Gressett, said the
dentist recommended that Marcus be put to sleep for the procedure because he had a gag reflex. The
endodontist performed the root canal and a dental anesthesiologist was charged with making sure Marcus
Gressett was properly sedated. During the procedure, while under anesthesia, his heart stopped beating. He
was later pronounced dead. Jayson Huneycutt, did not have important lifesaving equipment to assist a patient
if something went wrong. The dental board settlement order resulting from the Oct. Channel 2 Investigates
discovered Huneycutt had a long history of state discipline with the dental board. Other settlement orders
show he illegally prescribed Ambien years ago. In , the dental board in Texas found he engaged in
unprofessional and dishonorable conduct by participating in a video with a sedated patient. The patient had no
idea. He was then allowed to continue practicing. Channel 2 Investigates discovered none of the six dentists
disciplined after a patient death since have lost their licenses. She joined the organization last year. She said
the dental board works off a discipline matrix and the discipline Huneycutt received. The Texas Board of
Dental Examiners can inspect an office as part of an investigation. Parker said every complaint, especially
those involving a patient death, are fully investigated. Former dentist turned malpractice attorney Greg Myers
has defended dentists in disciplinary action before the dental board. He said patients should background their
dentist. Experts said patients should ask their dentist if the office is prepared to handle an emergency if one
arises. Patients should also ask who, in addition to the dentist, will be monitoring their heath during a
procedure. Ask far more questions than Marcus Gressett did, or perhaps we did, about what may happen. If
you have a tip about this story or a story idea for investigative reporter Jace Larson, email jlarson kprc.
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4: Death of a Dentist (Hamish Macbeth, #13) by M.C. Beaton
In Â¿Death of a Dentist,Â¿ M. C. Beaton continues in her predictable Macbeth series, set in the Scottish Highlands
village of Lochdubh. Macbeth is the laid-back local constable who has a reputation himself for solving murders (this is
the 13th in the series).

They had two children â€” Jillian, who was then 15, and Bradley, who was She had to tell the kids their father
was dead. He has to be fine -- he has to be. Tom and Linda Kolman and family Linda Kolman Tom Kolman
was more focused on spending time with his family than with friends, but he did have one very close friend:
Nunez was going through a divorce, but was still a devoted father. It was Linda who found Tom. This is the
first time Nunez has publicly told his story. Detective Thomas says Nunez dropped to his knees. He is well
known in Kingston. But detectives had questions about Nunez. They were still waiting for the final autopsy
results, but they remembered something from the day they met him. He arrived at the scene in a white SUV.
And, they believed, that surveillance footage, though very blurry, also showed a white SUV. It turns out they
got all the help they needed with that, from of all people, Nunez himself. He told them all about their month
liaison: When was the last time you were with Linda? Like, meaning, like intimately or -- just to console her?
Am I wrong here? This is very unusual. How did Tom Kolman hear about it? That is one of the most peculiar
parts of this case. For one thing, Nunez wanted to tell his friend, Tom Kolman, all about it. In July , Tom and
Linda Kolman both got text messages from a number neither of them recognized. The messages told each of
them that the other was having an affair. The one saying Tom was cheating was a lie; but, of course, the one
saying Linda was cheating, was the truth. The unknown number was a burner phone that belonged to Gil
Nunez. He admitted sending the texts. A few days later, Nunez says he went to beg Tom for forgiveness. And,
perhaps strangest of all, according to Nunez, both relationships grew even stronger. Gil Nunez told detectives
Tom suffered from sleep apnea that can cause people to stop breathing in their sleep. In fact, the autopsy did
note Tom suffered from an enlarged heart and mild obesity. But two weeks later, the toxicology report came
back, finding midazolam in his body. Gil Nunez to police: Sleep apnea always concerns me. Nunez met Tom
Kolman outside his gym â€¦ and while sitting with him and talking to him gave him a cup of coffee that was
laced with the midazolam. How did that midazolam get into his body? If it was in a cup of coffee, where was
the cup? Police were thinking Nunez staged the scene to make it look like Tom was having a sexual encounter
when he died. By now, Nunez was their only suspect. Linda Kolman had passed a polygraph test. A search of
the hospital where Linda worked as an administrative assistant found no missing midazolam. We were just
trying to get the background and â€” and have -- from somebody that was close with himâ€¦. But soon, the
tone of the interview turned: I know you met with Tom at Planet Fitness early that morning. If I would have
been there I would have said so. If I look you dead in the eye and tell you I know you were there. I have you
and your vehicle parked in the Planet Fitness parking lot with Tom that night. They also had surveillance
video from local businesses showing what they say is his car driving on roads to the parking lot. You parked
next to him, OK? No I did not. Nunez never wavered through nearly seven hours of questioning, willingly,
without a lawyer. I was not there. He quickly changed his mind when he found out that while he was being
questioned, police were searching his office and home. In fact, when police examined it, there was no trace of
Nunez whatsoever. Still, the police thought evidence against Nunez was piling up. They believe he wanted
Linda Kolman all to himself. Thomas said of the email. Police also learned from Linda, that Nunez did
something possibly even more preposterous. He gave her a letter, from what he described as his contacts
inside the CIA, supposedly reporting on charges that Tom was having an affair. But detectives say it was all
part of an elaborate plan. So, investigators hired Grant Fredericks. Fredericks, of Forensic Video Solutions,
has spent decades analyzing forensic video for law enforcement. Still, they believe the car on the surveillance
tapes was a Nissan Pathfinder that belonged to Gil Nunez. Fredericks thinks he can identify the car caught on
tape with the database. His car had decals. It also had emergency lights inside the car because he was a
volunteer fireman. Fredericks specializes in what is called headlight spread pattern analysis. He believes cars
can be identified partly by their headlight beams. Fredericks compared the headlight spread patter with the
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vehicle on the surveillance tapes. He compared two other Nissan Pathfinders to see if their headlights
projected that same pool of light. And Fredericks feels he has enough to make a conclusion. It is bad for
Nunez. The Kolmans were now coping with two deaths, but life went on for Gilberto Nunez. He continued
working and dabbled in online dating, where on Match. Just a year into their marriage, in October , police
arrested Gilberto Nunez and charged him with second-degree murder. He had spent one month in jail. Nunez
had no reason to kill his best friend, who accepted the affair. And Tom died, Shargel says, of natural causes.
But Tom did have midazolam in his body and police found those two unused vials of it in Dr. Except, the
prosecution argues, it was enough to stop someone from breathing, if, like Tom, they had sleep apnea. Linda
Kolman Nunez did not take the stand, but the woman in the middle of the love triangle did. Linda Kolman said
she planned on staying with her husband and was working on their marriage. Nunez says the texts were about
a football game. And curiously, all the texts were missing. To be honest with you. And in an unexpected
move, the last person the defense calls to the stand was the police supervisor who oversaw the case against
Nunez. Gilberto Nunez listens in court during his trial for the murder of his best friend, Tom Kolman Daily
Freeman Three weeks after the trial began it was time for closing arguments. With the case in the hands of the
jury, Gilberto Nunez can do nothing but wait â€¦ knowing if he is convicted, it could mean life in prison.
Nunez would learn his fate sooner than most people expected. After a four-year investigation, a three-week
trial, and testimony from more than 50 witnesses, the jury reached a verdict in just six hours. But before both
sides could process that, Nunez was found guilty of forgery, because of the fake CIA documents. And even
though those charges could mean prison for Nunez, he and his attorneys are relieved. His former lover, Linda
Kolman, is not. Michael Thomas and Det. We lived that case. The Kolmans say the police did their jobs, but
the jurors did not. The jurors say there were too many questions left unanswered. On the other hand, those
forgery charges were a slam dunk. And for those charges, Nunez is facing up to 14 years in prison.
5: Death of a Dentist : M. C. Beaton :
Hamish Macbeth, the one-man police force of Lochdubh, a village in the Scottish Highlands (Death of a Macho Man, ,
etc.), wakes up one morning with a toothache that drives him to Dr. Gilchrist, a butcher of a dentist in nearby Braikie.

6: Death of a Dentist (Hamish Macbeth Mysteries, No. | eBay
Buy a cheap copy of Death of a Dentist book by M.C. Beaton. In this addition to Beaton's series featuring unassuming
Scottish policeman Hamish Macbeth, Hamish finds himself precipitated by a vicious toothache into the world.

7: Death and the Dentist - CBS News
Death of a Dentist audiobook, by M. C. Beaton Murder with bite Dr. Frederick Gilchrist has a reputation. Though his
cheap rates and penchant for pulling teeth have earned him a clientele, wiser highlanders avoid the womanizing dentist.

8: Deaths at the dentist
Death and the Dentist. In his only TV interview, a New York dentist vows to "48 Hours" that he didn't kill his lover's
husband -- who happens to be his best friend.

9: Death of a Dentist (Audiobook) by M. C. Beaton | www.enganchecubano.com
In his only TV interview, a New York dentist vows that he didn't kill his lover's husband, who happens to be his best
friend. Richard Schlesinger investigates.
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